
Turn passive viewers
into active users

Vudoo
Overview



The world loves video. It’s arguably one of the most
effective tools to inform, educate and connect with your
audience. 

Take that power and dial it up even further. Turn watching
videos from a passive moment into an active experience.
Go beyond traditional play rates and completion rates to
discover richer insights that ordinary video just can’t
deliver. It's time to cut through the noise with intelligent
video content that works for you and your users. 

Interactive video. Engage and convert on a whole new
level. 

Since its beginning, Vudoo has been striving to transform
the way the world experiences video. As a global pioneer
of interactive video technology, our SaaS platform enables
users to turn video content into clickable, shoppable, and
measurable experiences. 

Vudoo has helped major brands ranging from retailers to
government departments to create interactive videos that
inform, educate and connect with their audience,
empowering them to take video engagement to a whole
new level. 
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Next-generation video content

Certifications



A global dilemma

The world loves video. It’s one of the most effective tools to inform, educate and connect with your
audience. But whilst gaming, television and social platforms become interactive, enterprise video remains
a passive experience.

Expensive

The solution

The self-serve software allows enterprises to turn their video content into interactive, user-journey driven,
immersive experiences. 

This drives deeper levels of engagement and richer behavioral insights that ordinary video can't deliver.

Falling engagement
 Although mass consumption has increased, video has also become perfunctory resulting in lower
engagement rates.

Archaic metrics
Video is still measured by basic metrics such as total views. Vudoo provides deep, measurable behavioral
insights.

Expensive
Producing video at scale is expensive, Vudoo can help understand true ROI and monetize content.

No personalization 
Globally video is yet to catch up with the personalization trend demanded by enterprises.

Vudoo is on a mission to help global enterprises activate their audiences. 
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The solution

Leading-edge analytics
Vudoo provides cutting-edge and
market leading behavioral insights that
standard video streaming platforms
cannot.

Capture audience attention
Embedded interactive links,
hotspots, buttons and pules
throughout you videos will engage
audiences like never before,
capturing attention and driving
conversion.

Proprietary technology
Designed and built in-house to global
video streaming standards. First-to-
market in APAC and the only platform
to be AA accessibility accredited.

Scale and reach
No need for clunky virtual or
augmented reality devices, Vudoo
works across all standard mobile,
tablet and desktop devices, globally
deployed and turn-key.

World's first in-video purchasing 
Allow users to make purchases
without leaving your content.
Convert and drive sales with add-to-
cart features, transactions and
product catalogs.

Personalized content
User pesonalized user journeys or
'branching technology', to create
unique interactive stories that enable
users to choose only the content that
truly matters to them. Vu
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Tried and tested
Vudoo has been used across a wide range of industries, in companies across the globe. 
Key clients include:

Government

Education

Media

Banking & Finance

Retail & Travel

NFP & Sports

Corporate Services & Software
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Flight Centre created a global campaign aimed at
reigniting the travel industry by allowing users to
discover destinations that meet their requirements
and instantly book in the video.

Each selection meant that users were able to go on
individual journeys throughout the video, hearing
from travel experts before being given the
opportunity to book the experience they've just
viewed through clickable calls-to-action. 

The success of the 2021 campaign meant that Flight
Centre built the 2022 Travel Runway, and the
campaign engaged their Australian email database
like never before. 

An innovative personalized user experience
to reignite travel 

Customer stories
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235 'Enquire now' clicks

50.2% Completion rate

26,239 Unique views

View Flight Centre case study

*Stats from 21 day campaign
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https://www.vudoo.com/customer-gallery/flight-centre-case-study/
https://www.vudoo.com/customer-gallery/flight-centre-case-study/
https://www.vudoo.com/customer-gallery/flight-centre-case-study/
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Customer stories

Improve viewer engagement and facilitate
difficult topic conversation

Australian not-for-profit R U OK? were looking for a tool
that would allow users to pick and choose responses to
help facilitate difficult conversations. Using Vudoo
technology, viewers were presented with a range of
questions and answers that simulated a real-life
conversation.

With the power of Vudoo's branching feature, different
dialogues are presented depending on the users choices
throughout the video.The video saw such success that it
became the flagship content piece for their 2020
campaign. 

25k+ In-video interactions

30,600+ Unique views

19.76% Conversion rate

View R U OK? case study

*5 week campaign
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https://www.ruok.org.au/how-to-ask
https://www.vudoo.com/customer-gallery/r-u-ok-case-study
https://www.vudoo.com/customer-gallery/r-u-ok-case-study


A self-guided journey to engage a new
generation of graduates

Customer stories
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application page

32.97%  Interaction rate

11,800 Unique views

View ATO campaign

The ATO's graduate program is all about delivering a
unique and tailored learning experience for their graduates.
They were searching for a way to replicate that experience
within the recruitment process.

Using Vudoo’s interactive branching feature, the ATO
tailored information journeys for their prospective
candidates, allowing them to embark on a self-guided
journey in selecting an area of interest. 

The campaign's  high results, coupled with the creative use
of interactivity, helped the ATO win an industry award for
most innovative graduate communication.

*5 week campaign
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https://www.ato.gov.au/individuals/Your-tax-return/In-detail/Tax-essentials/
https://www.ato.gov.au/about-ato/careers/entry-level-programs/the-ato-graduate-program/
https://www.ato.gov.au/about-ato/careers/entry-level-programs/the-ato-graduate-program/


Thank You

info@voke-video.comAU: +61 2 9098 0949
NZ: +64 9 374 1449


